A number of results have been published on the subject of whether the electrical stimulation of the brain is able to serve as a kind of conditioned stimulus.As early as in the 1930s,LOUCKS18,19)demonstrated by means of coupling shock to the limb with visual cortex stimulation,that the latter alone evoked limb movement.Although his result raised the question of the method of electrical stimulation employed,recently GIURGEA11) and his collaborators12,13) have made a series of experiments along similar lines to LOUCKS on brain stimulation and have succeeded in producing a leg flexion conditioned reflex when coupling the electrical stimulation of the occipital cortex with shocks to the motor cortex in the dog.Such cortical-cortical type of conditioned reflex has been called 'shortened conditioned reflex' by Kupalov. GADO,ROBERTS and MILLER2)observed the formation of avoidance conditioned reflex by coupling the cortical stimulation with subcortical shocks which served as unconditioned stimulus in cats.So far as we know very few studies have been published on the elaboration of the conditioned reflex utilizing electrical stimulation of reticular formation as a conditioned stimulus.LAGUTINA and ROZHANSKI15)found in cats that the food motor conditioned reflex is elaborated by coupling food with electrical stimulation of a certain area in the thalamus (medial n.,ventral n.,and postero-ventral n.) or in the globus pallidus. METHOD 37 adult rats were used.To elaborate the food motor conditioned reflex,the Skinner box,15 cm wide,28 cm long and 28 cm high was employed.A lever was fixed 9cm high from the floor,under which a food-tray was equipped to receive a small pellet dropped onto it.The rats used were fed under strict feeding regulations,care being taken not to have them either hungry or in a satiated condition before and during the experimental periods. After the majority of rats were trained to press the lever for food,they were implanted by stereotactic apparatus with bipolar electrodes in the mesencephalic reticular formations,a few being in the thalamic reticular formations,under nembutal anesthesia.Each of the electrodes implanted for stimulation,insulated with enamel, was 0.1mm in diameter at the cut ends,and were fastened together with enamel. A socket in which the electrodes were led was mounted on the cranium with dental cement. Prior to the experiment,a test was made on the rat not pretrained for leverpressing to see whether it pressed the lever by chance when the reticular formation was stimulated.No lever-pressing was observed even 100 presentations of central stimulation during the course of 10 days. occurred so frequently that there was diffi:ulty in detecting which was the true conditioned lever-pressing,as is seen in other kinds of animals'".According to the reinforcement of food,the intersignal reactions were reduced,the latency of reaction from stimulation to the lever-pressing was shortened,and finally the conditioned lever-pressing was stabilized (FIG.la) .An example of the reduction in latency will be shown in FIG.6. A comparison of the rate of formation of conditioned connection at which the conditioned reflex was stabilized in the cases of both reticular formation stimulation and light as the conditioned stimulus,is indicated in when the same electric stimulation was introduced to the same animal in the feeding cage where it was living,it exhibited a very striking behavior.For some ten seconds after administration of the electric stimulation it remained motionless in a squatting position and then ran about wildly in the cage until the current was shut off.On the other hand,in another rat(no.345),the introduction of electric stimulation which was a negative signal in the experimental box did not produce any noticeable response in the feeding cage.It was ascertained after several repetitions of the same procedure.This seems to prove that stimulation of the mesencephalic reticular formations acted as a conditioned stimulus bearing a signal meaning upon these animals.
According to a few examples taken to examine the effect of electrical stimulation on the differentiation which was elaborated between light intensities, it was noted for instance,that when electrical stimulation was administered for 20 sec,prior to the introduction of the negative light,no effect was observed(no.331). and 7). We also tried the same experiment on rats in which the food motor conditioned reflex had been established by stimulation of mesencephalic reticular formations as a positive conditioned stimulus.In those rats(no.327,no.332, no.343),the reticular stimulation was transferred to the negative signal,and light to the positive signal (TABLE  2) .For this training,it required 44 presentations of light and 30 presentations of electrical stimulation in 5 days for a sign of differentiation and 70 presentations of light and 50 times electrical stimulation in 8 days for the stable differentiation(no.327).
Furthermore,in the one(no.343)that was successful in transfer of the signal of electric stimulation to the negative signal,again,electric stimulation was reinforced with food and light was not reinforced.In order to accomplish the change of signal meanings as above,it required 147 presentations of electrical stimulation and 117 times light in 20 days.The process of such alterations is indicated in FIG 3. Together with the results mentioned above,it is clearly indicated it is possible to acquire the meaning of a signal as conditioned stimulus from electric stimulation of the mesencephalic reticular formations,the intracerebral mechanism of which is discussed in a later section.
DISCUSSION
In the present experiment,in so far as the effect of electric stimulation of the mesencephalic reticular formations facilitating the food motor conditioned reflex is concerned,the following two facts were clarified.1)the food motor conditioned reflex is elicited without presentation of the conditioned stimulus by administration of electrical stimulation,if its strength is so low that the animal does not evoke overt somatic movements.2)when such electric stimulation is reinforced with food,it plays the role of conditioned stimulus.The same electric stimulation which obtains a positive signal can be transferred to a negative signal and back again to a positive signal,manifesting the possibility of changing the signal denotations in the Pavlovian concept.However, the two facts found in relation to stimulation of the reticular formations must be of a different nature in the neural mechanism involved. LISSAK17)and his collaborators9)found in dogs that stimulation of the centromedian area of the thalamus and of the reticular formation of the mesencephalon at low voltage facilitated conditioned reflex behavior without having been exposed to the positive conditioned stimulus in the conditioned reflex cage, whereas in the open the same stimulus evoked some previously developed appropriate reactions in the animal.On the basis of their observation,they suggested that this phenomenon may be explained by the interaction between the non-specific diffuse activating system and the specific projection system.
In our experiment,too,the phenomenon discovered by LISSAK and his collaborators was witnessed in the rats.Electric stimulation of the mesencephalic reticular formations caused conditioned lever-pressing previously elaborated with light,but when the electric stimulation acquired a positive signal meaning,in the feeding cage it gave rise to a violent movement some 10 sec. after its administration.Though a satisfactory explanation for the mechanism of this phenomenon in the rat is not as yet complete,we would like to suggest the following:In general,the intersignal reactions are greatly reduced after stabilization of the alimentary conditioned reflex,due to the fact that the experimental situation as a whole will act as a compound inhibitor to inhibit lever-pressing occurring intersignally,whereas stimulation of the reticular formation will give rise to disinhibition so that the lever-pressing will ensue without introduction of the conditioned stimulus.In this connection,mention should be made of MILLER'S observation21)that satiated rats trained to press a bar in a hungry state pressed it by electrical stimulation of hypothalamus. Although this phenomenon seems to be similar to those observed by Hungarian school and by ourselves the neural mechanism concerned so far must be quite different because the former case would be due to excitation of the areas related directly or closely to the hypothalamic feeding centers. Far more interesting than the above finding is that electrical stimulation of the reticular formation enables the animal to assume a signal meaning. According to the current view of neurophysiology,the mesencephalic reticular formation acts in particular as a non-specific diffuse activating system.In the present experiment,we used stimulation of a very weak electric current on the mesencephalic reticular formation almost exclusively,except in a few cases on the thalamic reticular formation.However,our thoughts on this problem are that electrical stimulation whose intensity is so low that no inhibition on the reticular-like nervous elements throughout the brain is produced can be a conditioned stimulus when coupled with unconditioned stimulus.
Similar studies on this line were those of GIURGEA,DOTY and others,on so-called cortical-cortical or cortical-subcortical conditioned reflex5).According to their results,cortical stimulation as conditioned stimulus could be coupled with either direct stimulation of the motor cortex or electrical shock to the limb as unconditioned stimulus in order that the former might evoke defensive conditioned reflex.Another experiment to be mentioned here is the result of LAGUTINA and ROZHANSKI15)who succeeded in coupling food with electric stimulation of the reticular formations of the thalamus.Thus,the fact that intracerebral stimulation of nervous elements not relating directly to the sensory side can be utilized as a conditioned stimulus must be established.Furthermore, in the present experiment,it was found that stimulation of the reticular formations is transferred into either a positive conditioned signal or a negative one depending upon reinforcement or non-reinforcement. From the generally accepted view of physiology of the reticular formations, it is hard to understand why electrical stimulation of the reticular formations produces a character of conditioned signal.Some authors report that electrical stimulation of activating reticular system interferes with learned behavior(MIL-NER22),GLICKMAN14),MAHuT20),but,on the contrary,FusTER10)finds an improvement in tachistoscopic perception in monkeys.Although there is diversity of results as to the effect of reticular stimulation it may be necessary to take into consideration the following assumptions for elucidation of the facts we detected.First,there is a differential or specific arousal mechanism in the mesencephalic reticular formations revealing possibilities of differential excitation as is supposed by LINDSLEY16).Second,it may be due to an irradiation towards the accessory pain-conducting pathways found within the reticular formations by the latter stimulation25 
